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Abstract
By using three dimensional software MIDAS/GTS, the interactions among structures-soil-tunnel system is considered in
this paper, and the working condition of shallow-buried underground excavation is simulated in the foundation of frame
structures with the short-pile. The loadings and deformations of structures are studied before and after the tunnelling, and
the influences of the following factors, including the horizontal position of tunnel and building, the height of building and
the soil property, are analyzed. It is indicated that when the horizontal distance L equals zero (the distance between
building axis to the tunnel axis), the building settlement increases gradually and shows a normal distribution during and
after the tunnelling. Due to the small stiffness of frame structures with short-pile foundations, the building has large nonuniform settlement. When the distance of excavation is no less than 1.8 times of the thickness of overburden soil, the
building settlement becomes stable, and the first principal stress P1 and maximum deformation rate E1 generally show a
trend of decrease. With the increasing L, P1 and E1 will decrease accordingly, and the buildings tend to be inclined
toward the tunnel. For a relatively larger distance, the building is nearly not affected.
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1. Introduction
Because of the heavy transportation in many major cities of
China, the underground tunnels have attracted significant
attentions and efforts. Shield method [1] and shallow-buried
underground excavation method [2] are commonly used in
underground tunnel construction. For the densely distributed
structures and underground pipelines, the effects caused by
the shallow-buried and mining tunneling are hardly
avoidable, which may result in inclination, cracking or even
collapsing of adjacent structures [3]. In order to ensure the
safety of structures, it is important to monitor the variation
of displacement and stress in the soil and structures during
the tunneling. At present, the main research methods about
the influences of underground tunnel construction on nearby
buildings include the analytical method [2], [4], [5] and the
finite element method [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], etc. It is found that the present research mainly
concentrates on the shield tunnel [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12], [13], and there are few researches considering the
shallow-buried underground tunnel. Besides, the previous
researches mainly focus on shallow tunnel road surface
settlements caused by shallow-buried underground tunnel
construction, and no works have been carried out on the
structure stress and deformation due to the construction of
______________
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shallow-buried underground tunnel.
The three-dimensional MIDAS/GTS software is used in
the present paper which simulates the working condition of
shallow-buried excavation tunnel which vertically crosses
through the foundation of the frame structures with shortpiles. The loadings and deformations of buildings before and
after the excavation of tunnel face is studied, and the
influences resulted from the change of horizontal position of
tunnels and buildings, the height of building and the soil
property are analyzed.

2. Three Dimensional Finite Element Method
2.1 Models and the short-cut process of parameter
The thickness of covered soil of shallow-buried underground
tunnel h is 12 m and the diameter is 6m. The excavation is
performed by using the benching excavation method, and
pre-reinforcement area ahead of excavation face is 2 m. The
distance between up- and down-side excavation is 6 m. The
thickness of pre-reinforcement zone is 1.5 m. The primary
support thickness of tunnel is 0.3 m and shot concrete C25 is
used. Considering that concrete shifted from soft to hard
during construction process, the attribute of initial stage was
set as primary support (soft) and the attribute after hardened
was set as primary support (hard). The thickness of tunnel
face and the temporary steel is 0.12 m.
The building is a reinforced concrete frame structure
with 4 ground layers. The thickness of each layer is 3.6 m
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kN/m2 appling on the corresponding beams. The live load on
floors of 2 to 4 layers is 5 kN/m2. The live load on the roof
(without people) is 0.5 kN/m2.
The soil is assumed as a homogeneous soil layer. Plate
unit is used for primary support, tunnel face, and temporary
steel. Entity unit is used for frame, foundation, prereinforcement area and soil body. Mohr - coulomb model is
used as the constitutive model of pre-reinforcement area and
soil body. The linear elastic model is adopted for primary
support, tunnel face and temporary steel frame, frame and
foundation. The material parameters adopted here are shown
in Table 1.

(including the thickness of the floor). The C30 concrete was
adopted. There are 5 bays each being of 6.6 m in the
horizontal direction and 2 bays of 6.3 m in the longitudinal
direction (direction along the tunnel drilling). The cross
section of the columns is 0.4 m∗0.4 m, and the beam is 0.3
m∗0.55 m. The thickness of the floor is 0.1 m. The Shortpile foundation is adopted with caps. The cap is 1 m in
height, 2 m in width and 2 m in length, while the short-pile
has a length of 6 m and a diameter of 1.2 m. The C35
concrete is also adopted as shown in Figure 1. The effects of
the inner wall on the lateral stiffness of frame structure are
not considered [16]. Instead, it is converted to a load of 10
Table 1 Material parameters of soil and structures

Constructional element
Soil body
Pre-reinforcement area
Preliminary bracing (before setting)
Preliminary bracing (after aetting)
Tunnel face
Temporary steel
Frame
Foundation

Gravity

Elasticity
modulus /MPa

Poisson's
ratio

cohesive
force /kPa

Internal friction

/kN⋅m-3
18.5
21
25
25
25
78
25
25

18
100
10000
28000
10000
200000
30000
31500

0.38
0.30
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.17
0.20
0.20

12
30

15
35

The length of the entire model is 80 m and width of 40 m
and height of 60 m. The tunnel crosses the buildings
transversely, and L is assumed as the distance between the
tunnel axis and the buildings. Under the standard operating
mode, L equals to 0 m. As shown in Fig.1, transverse
framework is named as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and longitudinal
framework named A, B, C for the convenience of
description. The excavation distance is assumed as y=0 m
when the excavation face reach the foundation edge of the
building. The y is assumed to be negative and positive
respectively before and after the arrival of the excavation
face. The meshed elements are shown in Fig.2.

(a) Building model

(b) The overall model

Fig. 1. Sketch of foundation location (unit: m)

Fig. 2. Meshing diagram
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2.2 Construction process simulation of shallow-buried
underground excavation tunnel
The present paper assumes that: (1) the osmosis of
groundwater is ignored and soil deformation will not change
with time; (2) the coordinate method is adopted for the
structure-foundation and foundation-soil deformation
calculation; (3) the surface settlement before tunnel
excavation is zero, i.e., the surface settlement caused by the
building gravity is neglected.
The Simulation are followed as: (1) to activate the soil,
and initiate the self-weight load and reset displacement; (2)
to modify the properties of basic elements and activate the
structure elements; then apply the building load and reset
displacement; (3) to modify the pre-reinforcement element
properties and accomplish the simulation process of the prereinforcement; (4) to carry out the soil excavation in the
upstairs and activate intermediate steel element, upper tunnel
face element, and the upper primary support element; (5) to
modify the properties of the upper primary support element
and simulate the primary support stiffness; (6) to initiate the
soil excavation to the ground and activate tunnel face
element and primary lower support element; (7) to modify
the lower element attributes of the primary support.

suggests that short-term uneven settlement in the structure
occurs in the direction of tunnel excavation. The range of
influence is relatively large (about 40 m) and the difference
of settlement is largest when excavation is conducted
underneath the structure.
The distance to the axis of high buildings/m
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Fig. 3. Settlement of the outer edge of wall at ground floor in the tunnel
excavation process
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3. Analysis by the finite element method
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Fig. 4. Settlement of vertical cushion cap in the tunnel excavation
process
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3.1 Displacement analysis (L=0 m)
Figure 3 shows the subsidence of the outer edge of the first
floor which is the first crossed part by the tunnel. As shown
in the figure, the building has little subsidence before the
tunnel excavation face passes across the building. The soil
settlement is relatively uniform and the difference of
settlements between side- and middle ground is not
significant. When the excavation surface arrives the building,
the building subsidence becomes increase. The settlement is
most obvious from y=-6 m to y=12 m, and the effect of
construction should be noted. When y=20.6 m, the
excavation surface in the lower steps penetrates through the
foundation of the structure, and the settlement turns to stable.
When the excavating distance reaches y=36 m, the
settlement of the structure becomes stable. It is indicated that
influential area of the shallow-buried underground
excavation tunnel is large. The foundation subsidence curve
is normally distributed. The maximum subsidence amount is
22.9 mm and the maximum differential subsidence is 11.9
mm. This phenomenon suggests that the overall stiffness of
the short-pile foundation is insignificant.
Figure 4 shows the subsidence of the foundations of A4,
B4, C4 during the tunnel excavation near the axis of vertical
cushion cap. In the figure, A4 refers to the intersection of
cap in row A and that in row 4. It can be seen from the
figure that, before the excavation surface of the tunnel
reaches the edge of foundation, the difference of settlement
in the three-span frame is insignificant. After that, the
variation of settlement in frame A4 increases, the settlement
of B4 and C4 increases in sequence y and the difference of
settlement in the three-span frame increases. When y=10 m,
the difference of settlement in frame A4 and B4 reaches the
maximum value of 4.9 mm and for frames B4 and C4, 4.7
mm. The difference of settlement in the three frames reduces
afterward, and approaches 0 when y=36 m. This finding

Subsidence/mm
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-6

6

12
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24

30

36

Maximum horizontal
displacement
Maximum vertical
displacement

-8
-10
-12
-14

Fig. 5. Maximum value of horizontal frame displacement in the process
of tunnel excavation

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the maximum
horizontal displacement and the excavation distance, where
the positive direction of the transverse horizontal
displacement is the tunnel excavation direction, and the
positive direction of the lateral horizontal displacement is
the direction from left to right. Maximum horizontal
displacement mainly appears at the top of the frame. As
shown in the figure, the absolute value of the maximum
transverse horizontal displacement is relatively small and
will increase gradually with the increasing of the distance of
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excavation. The value became stable after y=18 m with an
average of 1.3 mm. Maximum longitudinal horizontal
displacement firstly increases then decreases. When y=10 m,
maximum longitudinal horizontal displacement reaches the
maximum value of 11.67 mm, the tilt rate of the building
main body is 0.81 ‰ and less than 4 ‰, and thus, it fulfills
the requirements of specification [17].
Figure 6 is the sketch (the figure center is the direction of
tunnel excavation) of the vertical deformation of the
buildings after amplification when y=10 m. The building
will suffer horizontal and transverse deformations at this
moment.

Numerical calculations are carried out considering three
different types of soil conditions. The soil parameters are
shown in Table 2, with L=0 m and y=36 m.
Table 2 Physical and mechanical parameters of soil
Name
Floury
soil
Clay
Soft
clay

Elasticity
modulus
/MPa

Poisso
n's
ratio

Cohesio
n
/kPa

Internal
friction

19.0

30

0.30

15

31

18.5

18

0.38

12

15

18.0

15

0.42

10

12

Gravity
/kN⋅m

-3

angle /°

The distance to axis of building/m
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-6
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Fig. 6. Vertical deformation of the buildings after amplification (y=10
m)
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Fig. 9. Relationship of P1 or E1 and soil condition

Figure 8 shows the settlement curves of the outer edge of
wall at ground floor where the tunnel first penetrated in
different soil conditions. Figure 9 is the relationship curves
of P1 or E1 under different soil conditions. It can be seen that,
the settlement of structure increases with the deterioration of
soil conditions. The maximum settlement of the three types
of soil are 10.1 mm, 22.9 mm and 43.0 mm respectively; the
difference of settlement between the edges and the middle of
the wall at ground floor increases with the value being 6.7
mm, 11.7 mm and 17.9 mm, respectively. The P1 and E1 of
the frame increase significantly, where P1 increases by 110%
and E1 by 177%. This finding shows that cracking in the
structure is more likely to occur under the poor soil
condition.
Based on Code for design of building foundation [17],
the allowable value difference of subsidence of frame

0.000
-12 -6

-60

22

Maximum deformation
rate/%

Maximum major
principal stress/MPa

0.045

Floury soil
Clay
Soft clay

-50

Fig. 8. Settlement curves of the outer edge of wall at ground floor under
different soil conditions

3.2 Stress and strain (L=0 m)
The first principal stress of the component reflects of the
phenomenon of tensile stress concentration. Based on code
for design of concrete structures [18], the standard values of
axial tension strength for C30 concrete is ftk=2.01 MPa.
Figure 7 shows the curve of the first principal stress P1
and the maximum deformation rate E1 in the tunnel
excavation process. As shown in the figure, the trends of
both P1 and E1 are generally the same. When y<6m, P1 and
E1 increase rapidly; when 6 m≤y<14 m, the increase of P1
and E1 become gradual; when 14 m≤y<34 m, the increase
rate of P1 and E1 raise again; after y=34 m, P1 and E1
become stable. The maximum value of P1 is 15.19 MPa,
which is 7.6 times of ftk. It is concluded that during shallowburied and mining tunneling, the tensile stress in the
structure would surpass the nominal axial tensile strength of
the component, which would result in cracks [19]. Relevant
procedures should be conducted during construction.
16

-40

10 12 14 18 24 30 34 36

The excavation distance y/m

Fig. 7. Curves of P1 and E1 during the process of tunnel excavation

3.3 Soil conditions change
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structure is 0.002L0, where L0 stands for the distance
between the two column base centers. In the present paper,
L0 is 6.6 m. The permissible difference of subsidence is 13.2
mm. When the soil is soft clay, the maximum settlement
difference in adjacent pile foundations is 9.23mm<13.2mm;
when the soil is clay, the value is 6.94mm<13.2mm, which
satisfies the requirement. According to the Chinese National
Code for Designing Concrete Structures [18], the nominal
axial tensile strength of C30 concrete is ftk =2.01 MPa. The
P1 value of soft clay is 20.94 MPa which is about 10 times
of ftk. Therefore, cracking is likely to occur and damage the
structure.

16% and E1 reduces by 26%, suggesting that with the
increase of level height, the overall rigidity of the frame
structure increases.
3.5 Horizontal position changes of tunnel and building
Figure 12 shows the settlement at the outer edge of the wall
at ground floor with different value of L when y=36 m. As
seen from Fig.12, when L=0 m, the foundation settlement
curve appears to be axial symmetrical with a maximum
settlement being 23 mm, and the entire structure is settled.
With the increase of L, the structure inclines towards the
tunnel, and the maximum foundation settlement increases
and the location shifts towards the direction of movement of
L; when L=17.5 m, the largest foundation settlement is
happened with a value of 34 mm (the axis of the tunnel is
located straight underneath the outer edge of the cap at this
stage), and the structure is likely to be cracked or inclines.
When L=32 m, the maximum foundation settlement is 5 mm.
The overall difference of settlement in the structure is small
which suggests that tunneling has little effect on the
structure at this stage.

3.4 Change of the height of floors
Take L=0 m and y=36 m. The layer H=3, H=4 and H=5 are
selected here to study the effect of the floor heights. Figure
10 shows the settlement curves of the outer edge of wall at
ground floor for structures with different level height. Figure
11 shows the relationship curve between P1 or E1 and L
under different layer height.
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Figure 13 shows the relationship between P1 or E1 and L
with y=34 m and changing L values. As shown in the figure,
with the increase of L, the values of P1 and E1 generally
reduce. When L=0 m, P1 and E1 reach the maximum value
simultaneously, with the maximum value of P1 being 15.19
MPa and E1, 0.039%; when 0 m<L≤12 m, the values of P1
and E1 reduce sharply; when 12 m<L≤32 m, E1 decreases
gradually. When 12 m<L≤24 m, P1 decreases gradually;
when L>24 m, the value of P1 slightly increases.

0.000

Third layer

-30

Fig. 12. Settlement of the outer edge of wall at ground floor in the
process of tunnel excavation at different values of L

Maximum deformation rate/%

Maximum major principal
stress/MPa

Fig. 10. Settlement curves of the outer edge of wall at ground floor
under different height of floors

-25

Fig. 11. Relationship between P1 or E1 and the height

As is shown in the figure, with the increase of height,
the maximum settlement is almost the same with the value
of 23.1 mm, 22.9 mm and 23.1 mm, respectively. The
magnitude of increase is larger in the edges than in the
middle. That is, the difference of settlement between the
edges and the middle of wall at ground floor reduces with
the value of 13.5 mm, 11.7 mm and 10.4 mm, respectively;
Both P1 and E1 exhibit a reducing trend, where P1 reduces by
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Fig. 13. Relationship between P1 or E1 and L

When L increases from 0, the absolute value of the
maximum longitudinal horizontal displacement of the frame
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is relatively stable and reduces gradually with a maximum
value of 3.7 mm. The value decreases towards 0 after y=24
m. The maximum transverse horizontal displacement
increases at first and then decreases. When L=17.5 m, (the
axis of the tunnel is located straight underneath the outer
edge of the cap at this stage) a maximum value of 19.1 mm
is witnessed. The global inclination of the structure at this
time is 1.33 ‰ which is less than 4 ‰ [17].

the maximum value of 10.6 mm when L=17.5 m. In the
allowed value range in the specification [17], it means the
buildings are safe.
4. Conclusions
When L=0m, with the excavation of shallow-buried and
mining tunneling, the maximum settlement of the structure
increases and the affected area in the longitudinal direction
of the structure is large (about 40m). Since the global
stiffness of the frame structure with short pile foundation is
small, the difference of settlement between the edges and the
middle of the structure is relatively large. When the values
of P1 and E1 increase, the first principal stress in the
structure exceeds the nominal tensile strength which may
result in cracking in the structure.
For the poor condition of soil, the building subsidence
and non-uniform subsidence become severe, and, P1 and E1
increase significantly. It is indicated that the poorer the soil
is, on the more dangerous the structure becomes. With the
increasing of floor height, the stiffness of the structure
increases and the effect of tunneling on the structure reduce.
With the increase of L, the building will incline towards
the tunnel. The P1 and E1 generally decrease, and the
subsidence difference between adjacent plinths firstly
increases and then decreases.

subsidence difference
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plinths/mm
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The subsidence
difference between
adjacent plinths
Required value of
subsidence difference
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Fig. 14. Relationship of subsidence difference between adjacent plinths
and L

As shown in Fig.14, the integrity of the short pile
foundation is weak and therefore a large difference in
settlement will occur. With the increase of L, the maximum
subsidence difference between adjacent plinths shows a
trend of firstly increasing and then decreasing, and reaches
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